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Comparison of optimization algorithms based on dose
volume and radiobiological objectives for volumetric
modulated arc therapy
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Introduction
Modern dose optimization algorithms are presently introduced into TPS to optimize the
dosimetric calculation for intensity modulated arc therapy plans. The algorithms based on
dose volume or biological criteria. The purpose is to compare and evaluate three
algorithms: progressive resolution optimizer (PRO), photon optimization (PO) based on
dose-volume (PODV) and biological objectives using generalized equivalent uniform dose
(POgEUD) [1,2].

Materials and methods
The treatment plans for 10 lung cancer were generated by PRO, PODV and POgEUD
using the same prescribed dose and beam set up. The doses were calculated using
Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm. The dosimetric parameters were compared for the
planning target volume and organs at risks. In addition, the gEUD were calculated using
the clinical radiobiological parameters for PTV, lung, heart and esophagus. The planned
4
doses were compared with measured doses using Delta phantom. The 2D gamma index
(γ) was used to calculate γ-average, γ-passing rates. Wilcoxon paired test was used to
calculate p-value.

Results
Using the same prescribed dose, a considerable difference for monitor units were
calculated depending on algorithms. The algorithms yielded a comparable dosimetric
data for target (Figure 1). The gEUD radiobiological model calculated lower dose for
healthy tissues while keeping the same target coverage and dose homogeneity. The
gEUD value depends on the tissue specific parameter (a), (Figure 2).
The difference between calculated and measured doses was < 2% for all plans. The γ
passing rates were satisfied (95% of pixels with γ ≤ 1) for all plans, using γ-criteria (3%,
3mm).

Figure 1: Dosimetric data for target: dose near minimum (Dmin), dose near maximum
(Dmax), mean dose (Dmean), the percent volume that received at least 95% of the
prescription dose (V95%), the calculated dose to 95% of the target volume (D95%).

Figure 2: The left panel, indicates the DVH for PTV, healthy lung and spinal cord. The
right panel shows the calculated gEUD as a function of radiobiological parameter.

Conclusion
Compared to PRO, both PO modes with dosimetric and biological objectives yielded a
comparable dosimetric results. The gEUD objectives with tissues specific parameters (a)
showed a lower complexity and can be used to optimize and protect more the healthy
tissues. However, if medical teams would prefer to use radiobiological method taking
advantage of the spare of healthy tissues, the choice of radiobiological parameters could
be discussed with radiation oncologist.
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Introduction
Craniospinal irradiation (CSI) is one of the most challenging radiotherapy treatment, mainly due to the
large target volume, numerous organs at risks (OARs), difficult patient setup and multiple-isocenter
based planning. In the recent years our department successfully introduced VMAT for CSI, still the
multi-isocenter based technique required weekly re-planning to shift the transition (or overlap) volume
between VMAT fields. Our aim was to develop a single set of VMAT based plan and safely introduce
into clinical practice.

Materials and methods
Between March 2020 and Jan 2022 five consecutive patients were included in this investigation. All
patients were planned using Monaco 5.51 TPS and treated on an Elekta Infinity Agility linear accelerator
(Elekta Ltd, Crawley, UK). Treatment prescription consisted 36 Gy in 20 fractions for the entire PTV and
a corresponding OAR dose constrains based on institutional guidelines. Optimal number and position
of isocenters were determined in an algorithmic fashion depeding on the longitudinal extent of the PTV,
respecting the followings: 1) Only longitudinal shifts should be performed between isocenters and 2)
minimizing the distance between isocenters to reduce the overlapping divergence volume. At the
overlapping region(s) the overall PTV were separated using four small PTVs (~four slices each),
representing the transition between two isocenter specific regions as shown in Figure 1. Treatment
optimization followed a sequential planning starting from cranial part followed by one or two additional
plans. For the first optimization the dedicated PTV (“crane_only”) was prescribed to 100% while the
transition PTVs were aimed for 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% of the desired dose respectively. The next
dedicated PTV (“thorax_only”) was considered as an OAR for the first optimization. This was followed
by the optimization of the thorax region (“thorax_only” with 100% prescription), including the dose
distribution of the crane for several but not all optimization objectives (using the so called “bias-dose”
feature of the TPS, where the contribution of the previous dose can be included or excluded for the
given optimization objective). For this bias-based optimization the transition PTVs were using 20%,
40%, 60% and 80% of the perception to compensate for the missing dose for the composite effect. In
case of three isocenters, this procedure was repeated between the thorax and abdomen isocenter plan.
Institutional standard patient specific QA were extended with dedicated measurements in a shifted and
rotated+shifted position of the Delta4 phantom to verify the entire irradiation volume with special focus
on the gradient descending (Figure 2). Furthermore, to evaluate the robustness of this technique against
longitudinal positioning errors, all isocenters were shifted with +/-2 mm, and the dose calculation was
performed. The reference (plan) and shifted RTdose files along the CT and contour information were
processed by MICE Toolkit (v. 2021, NONPIMedical AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and a python-based
simulation of the worst case scenario (80% vs. 20% chance of the shifted vs. correct isocenter is used)
was performed followed by a recalculation of the perturbed DVHs of each relevant volumes.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of PTV separation (right side) with small PTVs at the overlapping regions and
corresponding adaptive prescription for a three isocenter setup.

Results
All treatment plans respected the institutional guidelines, passed the standard patient specific QA
procedures with flying colors. The additional Delta4 measurements confirmed the excellent agreement
(Figure 2) of the TPS and the delivery also for the low dose regions, confirming that the perturbed dose
based robustness evaluation can be performed based on the Monaco dose calculation. Based on the
perturbed dose simulation, no clinically relevant differences were observed between planned and
perturbed DVHs for individuals and for the entire cohort, confirming the safety of the introduced
technique.

Figure 2. Example of the additional Delta4 measurements.

Conclusion
Using stepwise overlap PTVs in combination with bias-dose optimization, single set of VMAT plans can
be introduced into clinical practice in a safe and efficient way to treat CSI. The extended QA together
with simulated perturbation confirms this technique’s robustness against possible longitudinal setup
errors.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance - guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) is a novel
approach to treat patients with radiotherapy. The hybrid MR-Linac
systems combine radiotherapy technology with MR images, ensuring
better soft tissue visualisation. At the same time, these systems make it
possible to perform online adaptive workflows and intrafraction motion
monitoring, leading to the possibility to treat patient in less fractions (≤ 5)
with stereotactic body radiotherapy. This report aims to describe the very
first hybrid MR linac installed in Belgium .

Materials and methods
At our department we operate the MRIdian (Viewray, Oakwood, USA), a
hybrid MR-Linac equipped with a 0.35 T split superconducting magnet
and a 6MV flattening-filter-free (FFF) linear accelerator. MR images are
acquired with a True Fast Imaging with Steady State Precession
(TrueFISP) sequence, providing a T1/T2-weighted contrast. Intrafraction
motion monitoring is possible in a 2D sagittal plane. Our adaptive
workflow consists of a low resolution scout image, to verify initial patient
position. Then a high-resolution MRI is taken, these images are used for
daily recontouring and adaptive planning. Afterwards an online QA of the
adaptive plan is performed before irradiation. This QA is performed by a
secondary dose calculation and analyzed with gamma analysis
(2%/2mm). During irradiation a 3 mm boundary around the target is
defined to look out for intrafraction motion. Automatic beam-off is
triggered when the target goes outside the predefined boundary. To keep
the target within the boundary, two dimensional table shifts (longitudinal
and vertical) can be performed, just before or during irradiation.

Results

Between July and November 2021, 74 patients (531 fractions) have been
treated on the MRIdian, encompassing abdominal cases like prostate,
rectum, pancreas, liver, bladder, gynecological and nodes. Before
treatment, patients are simulated in treatment position. The MR
simulations overall had a median duration of 17 minutes. Simulations
during which gating procedures were tested like i.e. pancreas cases took
the longest (34 min). Predominantly an adaptive workflow is used (≈ 90%
of fractions). For the first 531 fractions treated, this workflow had a
median time of 44 minutes. The most time consuming step is the
contouring and adaptive planning with a median time of 26 minutes as
shown in figure 1. Considering only the gated workflows (20 fractions) the
timespan increases to 57 minutes. In 168 out of 531 fraction, a 2D table
shift was performed just before or during irradiation, mainly in prostate
cases due to intrafractional bladder filling or muscle relaxation. In 15
fractions a new 3D scan was taken due to patient movement or big
internal changes. In all fractions intrafraction motion management was
possible, if the target was not visible on the images, a surrogate was
used i.e. the liver dome or whole liver tracking.

Figure 1: Subdivision of the overall treatment time

Conclusion
MR-guided radiotherapy is a great step forward in modern radiotherapy. It
has some huge advantages compared to conventional linacs, like
superior soft-tissue contrast, on-table adaptive planning and intrafraction
motion management without additional radiation dose. This report shows
the successful clinical implementation of MRgRT within our department.

Pitfall of patient QA: sharing of experience
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ABSTRACT – Patient specific quality assurance (PSQA) is rationalized by introducing pre-treatment
portal imaging dosimetry and in-treatment phantom measurements. This solution requires
thorough weekly machine QA including IGRT, MLC and absolute dose checks. In the department,
we suddenly met an increasing number of PSQA failing the acceptance criteria during in-treatment
phantom measurements despite correct weekly machine QA results. This resulted in a target
overdosage up to 8% for some patients during a short time period. We hereby describe our
experience in implementing portal dosimetry for PSQA and its associated flaws.
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Introduction
QA solutions are available on the market to simplify patient specific-quality assurance (PSQA) in
radiotherapy using machine logs and portal dosimetry. Associated with strict machine QA, it ensures
proper treatment quality. Nonetheless, one should be careful in implementing those techniques.
Beyond good results, there could be more than meets the eyes as described here in our experience in
implementing portal dosimetry and log file analysis in the daily PSQA routine.
QA workflow
To decrease PSQA burden, the department implemented portal dosimetry along with strict weekly
machine QA. Our machine QA and PSQA routines were setup to intercept any issues that could affect
treatment quality.
Through this modified workflow, the majority of our patients are checked using portal dosimetry
(SunCheck, Sun Nuclear, USA) before treatment and a second PSQA check is made using the Octavius
4D (PTW Freidburg, Germany) up to one week after the beginning of treatment.
Problem detection
Following the implementation of this modified workflow, a first issue was detected during pretreatment stereotactic intracranial PSQA (measured in an appropriate phantom) where an absolute
dose offset of 8% was detected. At that time, we suspected that the plan modulation had reached
the model validity limit of our treatment planning system (TPS). A new plan was made, exhibiting less
multileaf collimator (MLC) modulation (quantified using the modulation complexity score, cf. Mc.
Niven et al. 2010), and this plan passed the PSQA criteria.
Later on, it was discovered that conventional treatments with highly-modulated plans failed the
Octavius gamma criteria (<95% global 3%/3mm gamma passing-rate) but succeeded the portal
dosimetry criteria (global 3%/2mm).
The analysis of the Octavius 4D results showed an over dosage inside the PTV up to 8% (cf. Figure 1).
This result was confirmed through measurements using ionization chambers in another phantom but
it did not appear on the portal dosimetry image comparisons, see figure 1.

Fig1. On the left: dose profile from the Octavius 4D analysis (TPS calculation in orange and measurements in blue).
On the right: dose profile from PDIP Sun Nuclear (SunCheck calculation in black, measurement in pink and gamma value in
blue).

Cause and Solution
The subsequent measurement of relative dosimetry in a water phantom showed a constant
difference in the field size of 1.5 mm (projected at the isocenter). This offset had a differential effect
regarding field size, mainly affecting the small field output factors, hence breaking the concordance
between calculated and delivered dose mainly for highly modulated fields. Indeed, due to several
replacements and corrective actions on the iView flat panel, successive new references in MLC QA
had been created. Each of those were matched with the previous reference leading to an overall drift
away from the initial reference which had been generated during machine commissioning. Hence,
the MLC QA was not able to intercept the problem.
The reason why the portal dosimetry was unable to intercept the issue is still under investigation.
Conclusion
Although we have tried to optimize our PSQA and machine related QA, the discovery of a drift in MLC
field size was revealed with some delay. To counteract this, we have fixed a new QA MLC reference
based on acceptance data to intercept future MLC issue. We have refined our monthly QA with the
inclusion of PSQA of highly modulated treatment plans. These PSQA, representative of the different
pathologies treated at Saint-Luc, will provide a trend analysis of machine performance over time.
Even with an extended quality assurance, only an end-to-end QA using a phantom, as close as
possible to the patient geometry, can detect unexpected problems.
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ABSTRACT - Validation of a high resolution solid state detector
array for SBRT/SRS patient specific QA
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Introduction
The myQA® SRS device (IBA, Brussels, Belgium), a recently released
high resolution detector array, was validated as a patient specific quality
assurance (PSQA) tool for stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and
stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) by comparing PSQA field
measurements with TPS calculations and radiochromic film.

Materials and methods
Data from 35 SBRT and 15 SRS fields were collected using the myQA®
SRS detector and dedicated phantom. The corresponding PSQA plans
were delivered by a Truebeam STx (Varian, USA) with 6 MV flattening
filter free photon beams. The plans were selected to reflect a clinically
relevant range of lesion sizes with GTV volumes ranging from 0.25 to
2.74 cc and 0.11 to 0.2 cc for SBRT and SRS cases, respectively. All
SBRT plans were delivered using VMAT, while SRS plans were
conformal arc therapy fields. Radiochromic film measurements were
performed for ten SBRT and SRS fields each. TPS dose calculations
were performed using Eclipse v15.6 (AAA) and Elements v2.0 (Pencil
Beam) for SBRT and SRS plans respectively. The measurements were
evaluated in the myQA software (Figure 1) using absolute gamma
analysis with a criterion of 3% dose difference and 1 mm distance-toagreement.

Results
The mean gamma passing rate of the myQA® SRS measurements in
comparison to film was 96.5% and 97.8% for SBRT and SRS fields,
respectively. Only two fields out of 20 did not exceed a 95% passing rate,
both being VMAT fields. Comparisons of myQA® SRS measurements
against TPS dose calculations yielded a mean gamma passing rate of
97.6% for SRBT cases and 93.5% for SRS cases. The mean gamma
passing rate of SRS plans compared to TPS becomes 98.2% after the

removal of two fields characterized by low dose spread (< 25 cGy) related
to the MBM fields that is not correctly estimated by the pencil beam
algorithm.

Figure 1: From left to right respectively, the dose distribution of film,
myQA measurement and gamma map of film to detector measurement
comparison for an ARC of a SRS plan of a PTV with a volume of 0.76cc.

Conclusion
The myQA® SRS device was is a suitable tool for PSQA for SBRT and
SRS treatments even in the presence of small field conditions.
Furthermore the device yields measurements that are nearly equivalent
to the golden standard being film measurements.
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ABSTRACT – AcurosXB can calculate dose for high density
materials, with manual material assignment. With study on a virtual
phantom and Monte Carlo comparison, Acuros can calculate dose
downstream high density like hip prosthesis. This should be
confirmed my measurement on a dedicated phantom. This would
allow to treat patients with hip prosthesis without avoidance sector.
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Introduction
The easiest way to manage high densities material like hip prosthesis is
to avoid them upstream the target volume with avoidance sectors, due to
metal artifact on CT and dose calculation uncertainties. Modern CT
reconstruction includes metal artifact reduction algorithm. The aim of this
work is to check the ability of Acuros to handle high densities material
(like hip prosthesis), and the possibility to use it to get accurate dose
calculation downstream the high density regions.

Materials and methods
A simple virtual phantom was used, with 3 regions: upstream region, high
density region, and downstream region. Both HU and material of high
density region is assigned. This phantom was used both with
Eclipse/AcurosXB, and with PRIMO for Monte Carlo simulations.
AcurosXB algorithm (Varian) needs material assignment and mass
density to calculate dose (while AAA algorithm is only based on electronic
density). Eclipse automatically assign materials up to density up to
3 g/cm3. Manual material assignment is required to allow calculation with
higher mass densities. Manual material assignment is only allowed in a
predefined mass density range for each material.

PRIMO is a software to simulate Monte Carlo dose deposition. It contains
Monte Carlo engine (PENELOPE and DPM), TrueBeam geometry and a
graphical user interface. Simulations where performed using phase space
provided by Varian, and fitting the standard TrueBeam tuning. PRIMO
also needs mass density and material assignement.
While AAA algorithm requires a HU to electronic density conversion,
Acuros and PRIMO needs a HU to mass density. We compared results in
Acuros with HU-mass values taken from HU-electron values vs correct
HU-mass conversion, in virtual phantom and for 2 clinical cases.

Results
With Acuros, the assigned material to the high density region has no
impact on the upstream region, has an impact (up to 4%) on the high
dose region (i.e. the prosthesis), and a limited impact (<1%) on the
downstream region.
PRIMO shows similar results.
When comparing dose with HU-mass density value from HU-electron
density in the virtual phantom with actual HU, differences are below 0.3%
for HU < 100. Dose inside the high density region is 0.5% and 3.3% for
dense bone and titanium respectively. Dose is 11.9% different
downstream titanium material. For clinical plan with avoidance sector with
prosthesis, dose difference is <0.1% for all target volumes or OAR.

Conclusion
Acuros can handle high density materials. The affected material in the
high density as an impact on the dose calculated in that region, but nearly
no impact on the dose downstream. Monte Carlo calculation with PRIMO
shows similar results. This suggest that Acuros can handle high density
material, without need to assign the correct material if accurate dose in
that region is not required.
This needs to be confirmed by dose measurement on a phantom (under
construction) containing titanium insert.
When using plans with interest volume downstream high density value,
this is important to setup the right HU-mass density conversion.
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ABSTRACT – This work investigates in-silico methods to avoid
measurement-based assessment of the over-response for an energy
dependent OSL-dosimeter in radiotherapy. Three homogeneous
BAF-based film with different weighted concentrations were used
for analytical calculation and dose simulations in monoenergetic
and clinical energy spectra. The results showed an increasing overresponse with BAF concentration. The trend is consistent with the
measurements and allow quick energy dependence assessment.
KEY WORDS – Out-of-field dosimetry, Energy dependence,
Dosimetry, Radiotherapy, Optically Stimulated Luminescence.
Introduction: Optically Stimulated Luminescent (OSL) films are
investigated for pre-treatment radiotherapy dosimetry in the context of the
QUARTEL-project. The OSL-dosimeters are energy dependent, and the
response varies depending on the beam position (in-field vs out-of-field),
modulation (static beams vs IMRT), etc. To avoid time consuming
measurements-based assessment of the out-of-field over response insilico metrics are investigated. Two metrics are compared to
measurements: existing analytical Z-effective1 calculations (ZeffC) and
Monte Carlo (MC) dose simulations.
Materials and methods: Two setups were considered: 1) Varian 6MV,
10x10 cm2 field, 0° gantry angle, 90 cm SSD, 5 cm depth; and 2) two
mono-energetic spectra representing the in-field (1.25MeV) and out-offield (0.115 MeV) spectra. For both setups the Zeff was calculated as well
as the MC dose response for three homogenous BaFBr:Eu2+ samples
with different weighted concentration: 5.2% (A), 6.5% (B), 10% (C). To
execute benchmark measurements three OSL films with the same
concentration were produced utilizing a BaFBr:Eu2+ powder embedded in
a water equivalent polymer-based binder. Next, measurements were
executed for setup 1. The mean values of a 1x1 cm2 ROI in the center
and at 7 cm from the central axis represent the in-field and out-of-field
response respectively. To obtain the over-response, all the OSL signals
were divided for the correspondent values in water.

Results: The calculated Zeff in setup 1) considered at 10 cm from the
central axis increased compared to water with a factor 1.48 (A), 1.53 (B)
and 1.77 (C). Similarly, for MC, the simulated dose response increased
with a factor 1.77 (A), 1.89 (B) to 2.45 (C). Passing from an in-field to outof-field region, as in setup 2), the Zeff over-response increased with a
factor 1.33 (A), 1.42 (B), 1.67 (C). The same trend is confirmed by MC
simulations: 1.77 (A), 2.02 (B) 2.41 (C).The measured over-response is
consistent with the in-silico assessment (Figure 1), although the
difference between sample A and B is comparable with the standard
deviation within the ROI: 0.0069.

Figure 1: (left) In-silico assessment of OSLs over-response in setup 1)
considered at 10cm out-of-field. Different phosphor concentrations were
considered: 5.2%(A), 6.5%(B) and 10%(C). Due to the limited film size,
the responses were plotted vs the measured over-response at 7 cm outof-field. (right) Relative profile of the OSLs signal intensity measured in
setup 1) and TPS dose profile (solid line). All the curves were normalized
to the in-field region.
Conclusion: The measured out-of-field over-response showed a
correlation with both in-silico assessments, based on Z-effective
calculation and MC simulations. Both methodologies can be utilized to
evaluate the energy dependence for new OSL material. Hence, the Zeffective value can be used for quick assessment. Moreover current work
is ongoing to model non-homogenous layer with MC allowing more
quantitative prediction of the out-of-field over-response.
The author thanks Prof.Dr.Stephen Kry et al. for providing the out-of-field
energy spectra.
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